
Hook – Black

Tag - Silver Oval

Tail – Hot Orange Bucktail with

          GP Tippets over

Rib – Silver Wire

Body – Flat Pearl mylar

Hackle – Hot Orange cock with

                Natural Guinea Fowl over

Head – Black

THUNDER SHRIMP

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the White thread and wind down to

the bend tying in a length of Oval Silver.  Wind the Oval 4 turns back-

wards to form a tag, take the Oval between the 2 hooks and pull

back towards the head. Secure with the thread and trim off. Prepare a

sparse bunch of Hot Orange Bucktail and tie this in for the tail about

twice the length of the hook. Rip some fibres from a large Golden

Pheasant Tippet fibre. Tie these in  top of the Bucktail so that they are

about 1/3rd of the length. Tie in a length of Silver Oval and wind the

thread to the head binding everything in and trim the waste. Wind the

White thread back down to the tail tying in a length of flat Pearl Mylar

as you go down. Wind the thread back to the head. The White thread

creates a nice underbody to enhance the Pearl effect. Coat the body

with superglue and wind the Pearl up to the head forming a smooth

body. Tie in and trim the waste. Rib the body with the wire, tie in and

trim off the waste. For extra stength you can give the body another coat

of superglue and when dry a coat of nail varnish.

Tie in a Hot Orange cock hackle by the tip. Double it and wind 3 turns.

Tie in and trim the waste.

Now is the time to switch threads to finish the fly.

Tie in Black thread, trap in the White thread and trim it off. Tie in a

Natural Guinea Fowl hackle by the tip. Double it and wind 2 turns, tie in

and trim the waste. The Orange hackle should reach the barbs of the

hook and the Guinea Fowl the bend. Form a neat small head and whip

finish. Now apply several coats of thin clear varnish to produce a

smooth shiny head.
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